
History and Heritage
In a place rich with history and cultural heritage, located in the 
heart of one of the most elegant cities, stands the magnifi cent 
Palazzo Victoria, a stunning palace built at the beginning of the 
XIV° century. 

Th e mystic and contemplative perfume of the past meets and 
blends with Palazzo Victoria’s contemporary and elegant note. 
Not only a Palazzo but also a Museum where you can still feel 
the visible traces of the past. Th e hotel is the result of millenary 
heritage of arts, cultures, architectural innovations and style that 
perfectly match and “live together”. 

Th is is the place where tales are not only legends. Palazzo Victoria 
will reveal its original ruins of roman walls, frescoes of the classic 
period and memories of the old Veronese tradition. Everything is 
set amongst romantic corners and alleys. 

Location
Palazzo Victoria is ideally located whether the stay is for business or 
pleasure. It is the perfect venue for guests looking for “luxury” and the 
“true contemplation of beauty”.  

Palazzo Victoria is a few steps away from  the Arena amphitheatre, 
close to the main international shopping street called Via Mazzini 
and facing “Corso di Porta Borsari” -  the characteristic street full of 
typical restaurants and artisans shops.  Everything set in the city of 
Roman history, Shakespeare’s lovers, famous wine and extraordinary 
food. … 

Distance
Valerio Catullo Airport Verona: 15 km > 21 minutes
Marco Polo Airport Venice: 120 km > 1 hour 15 minutes by car
Linate Airport Milano: 160 km > 1 hour 30 minutes by car
Malpensa Airport Milano: 203 km > 1 hour 50 minutes by car
Orio al Serio Airport Bergamo: 119 km > 1 hour 10 minutes by car
Porta Nuova station Verona: 4 km > 10 minutes by taxi

TO VISIT
Garda Lake (Peschiera): 30 km > 30 minutes by car
Valpolicella – Villa della Torre Allegrini (Fumane): 16 km > 20 
minutes by car
 
IN VERONA
Roman Arena: 500 m > 7 minute walk
Juilette’s house: 300 m > 5 minute walk
Piazza dell Erbe: 200 m > 3 minte walk
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Why Verona?

A beautiful and vibrant international city 
which   echos  the legend of the past and 
the true beauty of the present. Today, it 
is surrounded by contemporary galleries, 
exhibitions, original artisan shops, and 
also a vibrant night life. With its bars, 
nightclubs, and gourmet restauranst, Ve-
rona is the new reason to visit Italy.  

I. The Arena amphitheatre is one of the 
most beautiful venues used for lyric 
opera and concerts

II. The most famous and romantic love 
story in the world Romeo & Juliet  
(W. Shakespeare) visiting Juliet’s house

III. The Garda lake which is the widest 
lake in Italy surrounded by evergreen 
hills mountains and beautiful thermal 
stations (Lago di Garda, Sirmione, 
Peschiera del Garda)

IV. The exclusive and elegant shopping 
in the heart of the city (Via Mazzini, 
Corso Porta Borsari) 

V. To be in the city well known as the 
land of poets and excellent wine 
(Valpolicella)  

VI. To be in Verona for its museum and 
Romanic and Palladian arts (Basilica 
di S.Zeno X-XI sec., Palazzo della Torre  
- 1555)

VII. To be in Verona and have the chance 
to observe the oldest municipal 
building of Italy (Torre dei Lamberti 
1193)   

VIII. To be in Verona with its Medieval 
Castle considered one of the most 
important in Europe (Castelvecchio)

IX. To be in Verona to enjoy the famous 
aperitif in one of its chic and famous 
squares (Piazza Bra – Piazza delle 
Erbe – Piazza dei Signori).

X. Head to Verona for the beautiful 
Palazzo Victoria hotel, the exquisite 
Borsari 36 Restaurant and the 
renowned Victoria Club Bar.

Rooms and Philosophy 
The Palazzo has been bought by the Veronese Marcello Pigozzo in 2011 who is also the 
president of  the masterpiece “Il Salviatino” in Florence.  

A famous local architect studio has been chosen for the total refurbishment of all com-
mon areas and rooms

Beautiful and large rooms and suites all individually decorated.  Precious texture and ma-
terials have been used and  highlight the feel of the region. The Palazzo Victoria now has 
a new look, fresh and full of space.

Single occupancy starting from: € 210.00Vat Included. 
Double occupancy starting from: € 240.00Vat Included.
Junior Suites and Suites on request.
Check-in time: 2.00 pm; Check-out time: 12.00 noon

Deluxe Room

Grand Terrace Deluxe

Suite



Borsari 36 is the heartbeat of the hotel and its new food concept takes guests on a culinary 
discovery of Veronese gastronomy. 

Guests will enjoy the restaurant’s relaxed vibe and exquisite cuisine –  authentically Italian 
but with a modern twist – crafted from finest and freshest ingredients by Chef Carmine 
Calò and his team. 

 
The elegant club is not just a bar; it’s the hub of the hotel and offers the city, its visitors 
and its residents an authentic, magical place where ancient history meets modern style.

The club, which epitomises Verona’s refined charm and characterful allure, is renowned 
for its delicious cocktails, as well as an extensive selection of fine wines.  

Whether sipping a glass of wine or enjoying a delicious cocktail against the relaxing 
beats of jazz music the Victoria Club at Palazzo Victoria is the hottest address in town.

71 Rooms    

• 35 Deluxe rooms
• 21 Grand Deluxe room
• 1 Grand Terrace Deluxe room
• 7 Junior Suite
• 5 Suite
• 1 Victoria Suite  

Restaurant, Meeting 
and Facilities    

• Allegrini Meeting Room
• Orangerie
• Sala Del Trecento
• Borsari36 Restaurant
• Victoria Club
• Lobby Lounge
• Fitness Room
• 24h Garage

In-room service: 
• 24h room service 
• Air condition 
• Mini bar 
• Satellite 
• Fitness room area 
• Wi-Fi connection Free 
• Laundry Service



Meetings and Events
If you are planning a business meeting, conference or private event in the historic centre of 
Verona, the Palazzo Victoria is the perfect location to ensure your event is a great success.

The Allegrini Room is a real work of art and is delicately tucked away in the basement of the 
hotel, allowing for complete privacy. The historic design, as well as the elegant atmosphere, 
makes it the perfect venue for your event. Work while surrounded by ancient Roman ruins 
and magnificent archeological artifacts. The Allegrini Room is both beautiful and practical. All 
the technical details from customising the lighting and sound to different seating plans can be 
adapted to create a truly memorable event.

Organizing an important event requires a delicate balance of professionalism and expertise. 
The Allegrini Room can accommodate different set-ups to best suit your meeting’s needs, 
including providing round, long or U shaped tables, theatre style or for cocktails. State of the 
art facilities and technical services, including wireless internet, are available upon request. Our 
professional and highly skilled team offers guests an impeccable service ensuring all your needs 
are met and your events run smoothly. 

Whether you’re planning a simple conference or a large business meeting, our skilled kitchen 
staff can accommodate to your needs and provide delicious local dishes prepared with the 
freshest ingredients.



SALA ALLEGRINI

U SHAPE LAYOUT: 20 persons THEATRE LAYOUT: 50  persons

WITH 3 ROUND TABLES: 24 persons

SINGLE TABLE LAYOUT: 22 persons

THEATRE LAYOUT WITH TABLES: 18 persons

 LAYOUT  NUMBER OF TABLES NUMBER OF CHAIRS

U Shape 10 Tables 70 x 140; 
4 attached

20 chairs without armrest 
+ 4 chairs with armrest

� eatre Style 2 Tables 70 x 140
50 chairs without armrest 
+ 4 chairs with armrest

With 3 round tables
2 Tables (70 x 140); 
3 Tables (70 x 140) with a 
round piano (Diam 160)

24 chairs without armrest 
+ 4 chairs with armrest

� eater style with 
tables 11 Tables (70 x 140)

18 chairs without armrest 
+ 4 chairs with armrest

Single table 11 Tables (70 x 140)
22 chairs without armrest  
+ 4 chairs with armrest



SALA DEL TRECENTO

THEATER STYLE

18 CHAIRS WITHOUT ARMRESTS

4 CHAIRS WITH ARMRESTS

ORANGERIE

THEATER STYLE

2 TABLES 70X140

26 CHAIRS WITHOUT ARMRESTS

4 CHAIRS WITH ARMRESTS

SALA DEL TRECENTO

ROUND TABLES LAYOUT

2 ROUND TABLE DIAM. 160

16 CHAIRS WITHOUT ARMRESTS

ORANGERIE

ROUND TABLES LAYOUT

3 ROUND TABLE DIAM. 160

24 CHAIRS WITHOUT ARMRESTS

SALA DEL TRECENTO

U SHAPE LAYOUT

4 TABLE 70X40

10 CHAIRS WITHOUT ARMRESTS

SALA DEL TRECENTO

BAR LAYOUT

14 HIGH CHAIRS

4 ARMCHAIRS

2 BAR TABLES

1 SHELF

ORANGERIE

ROUND TABLES LAYOUT

4 ROUND TABLE DIAM. 160

24 CHAIRS WITHOUT ARMRESTS

SALA DEL TRECENTO

ROUND TABLES LAYOUT

2 ROUND TABLE DIAM. 160

16 CHAIRS WITHOUT ARMRESTS

ORANGERIE

ROUND TABLES LAYOUT

3 ROUND TABLE DIAM. 160

24 CHAIRS WITHOUT ARMRESTS

SALA DEL TRECENTO

SINGLE TABLE LAYOUT

4 TABLE 70X40

12 CHAIRS WITHOUT ARMRESTS

SALA DEL TRECENTO AND ORANGERIE


